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ITEM 2: APPROVALS
i.

Agenda
Intention to adjourn at 1.20pm

ii. Previous meeting notes

2012 meeting notes

2012 ADCOM/CEC meeting Scottsdale, AZ, USA

iii. 2013 IEC ratifications
all requested ratifications approved to date
no outstanding approvals at this time
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ITEM 3: Conference Reports
1. Final report from INTELEC 2012
Scottsdale Scottsdale
2. Interim report for INTELEC 2013
Hamburg Hamburg
3. Status report for INTELEC 2014
Vancouver Vancouver
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ITEM 4: Future conference proposals
1. Status report

CSC status report

2. INTELEC 2015 in Osaka, Japan
a. Presentation 2015
b. Questions to Proponents
c. IEC vote vote

3. Status of ‘Austin’ Proposal

questions

Austin

This item was held over due to time constraints
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INTELEC 2015 Proposal
1. Questions to the Proponents
2. IEC internal discussion
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INTELEC 2015 Proposal
Vote to approve
The CSC Chair recommends the Proposal to the IEC.
The CSC Chair moves the motion that the IEC approve
and authorize INTELEC® be held in Osaka Japan in
2015, as per the Proposal.
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ITEM 5: Close
The Chair calls for a motion to adjourn (close)
this meeting
or
The time having reached 1.20pm, the Chair
adjourned the meeting, with remaining agenda
items carried over to the 2013 IEC Extended
Meeting
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Ratification summary
Period

Subject

+ve

-ve

dnr

Nov 2012

Establishment of sub-committee

16

0

1

Dec 2012

In-term appointment

9

3

4

Mar 2013

NomCom member

11

0

6

Sep 2013

In-term appointment

11

0

5

Oct 2013

Ex-officio appointment

12

0

5
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Meeting notes
Meeting
Called by
Date
Place

: of the INTELEC® Executive Committee (IEC)
: yearly IEC-meeting, during the 34th annual INTELEC® conference
: John Hawkins, President of the IEC
: Wednesday, October 3rd, 2012 at 11:45am – 5.15 pm.
: Scottsdale, AZ, Talking Stick Resort hotel

Attendees :
IEC :
John Hawkins, Chris Seyer, Lars Bjorkstrom, Dustin Becker, Norbert Grass, John Parsons, George Tiemstra, Dan
McMenamin, Steve Vechy, Alexis Kwasinski, Keiichi Hirose, Charles McManus, John Gagge, Bob Jurewicz, Julian Lee
PELS :
Donna Florek, Jo Ellen Snyder, Braham Ferreira
IEEE :
Michael Deering
Guests :
Don Davidson, Ding Qingqing, Li Yingjie
Webex link:
The following IEC members also joined by Webex link but not for the whole of the meeting:
Steve Natale, Lars Selberg, Dick Vleeskruijer.
Not present, apologies:
Marc Durocher, Fujio Kurokawa
1 - WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
John Hawkins welcomed all present, including those on the Webex link, the new ex-officio IEC members, and guests to
the meeting. John asked that all attending make sure that they filled in the “attendance sheet”. He thanked all of the
participants for giving up their time to support INTELEC®, and particularly thanked the Scottsdale Organising Committee
for all of their hard work in organising a very successful Conference. John explained that guests Ding Qingqing, Li Yingjie,
and Don Davidson would be subsequently asked to leave the meeting after their personal presentations.
2 - APPROVALS
Formal IEC approval was given to:
(1) The meeting notes for last year’s meeting in Amsterdam.
On this subject Bob Jurewicz asked for clarification on the name of the contact in Singapore, but it was explained
by Chris Seyer that Singapore had now withdrawn their request to hold an INTELEC® Conference.
(2) Accommodation subsidiary of $ 250 per night per IEC member participant of the Extended IEC Meeting.
The subsidy was to offset the additional cost to IEC members to attend the inaugural Extended IEC Meeting, in
Scottsdale, which has been held outside the actual INTELEC® conference period.
(3) The amendment of the 2013 TC7 budget (the IEC operating budget) by a maximum of $20k.
This was for administrative consistency, given that PELS had adjusted the previously-approved 2013 budget to
accommodate higher expected operating expenses of the IEC operating as a new TC.
(4) Retroactive approval of the INTELEC® 2014 Vancouver-Conference budget.
The 2014 Conference budget has been approved by PELS, but under proper IEEE protocol, the budget must also
be approved by the IEC. (see attached Meeting Agenda presentation, Item 2, linked report).

3 - BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT
John Hawkins provided a report on behalf of IEC Board of Directors (BoD). He explained that this is a newly-introduced
item to reflect the Board of Director arrangements of the executive structure of the IEC. The ideal is to provide a shortform yearly report and status of the IEC. Ideally, the BoD Report would take the form of an Annual IEC report, and be
available to IEC members prior to the Annual Meeting. John showed an example of the type of target report, which
listed a number of items, and briefly reported on each (see attached Meeting Agenda presentation, Item 3, linked
report).
Chris Seyer asked if the BoD could expedite the filling of all vacancies on the Board, as it currently only had 3 of the
positions filled. John Hawkins replied that the election of IEC officers had been requested and referred to the
Nominations Committee. The President had asked NomCom to prepare a slate for election of 2012 Officers and then
conduct the IEC members election. The NomCom had advised that the 2012 member elections for IEC members for the
term 2103-2016 should occur before the election of the remainder of the BoD members. This is what is currently
happening. John said that the additional board members are certainly needed to help spread the BoD work-load, and he
hoped the NomCom election processes would be concluded as soon as possible.
4 - INTELEC® CONFERENCE REPORTS
(see attached Meeting Agenda presentation, Item 4, and linked reports).
INTELEC® 2011 - Amsterdam, 9-13th Oct.
George Tiemstra went over the figures for the Conference. The number of full attendees was 330 including student
registrations, but this figure is increased to 887 when free passes, exhibitor passes and day passes are included. 237
abstracts had been received and this was reduced down to 135 papers being delivered. The total cost had been € 699k
and the profit made € 9k. The committee had carried out an analysis of the numbers attending from different
geographic locations and felt it might be useful to consider similar statistics for future conferences to identify possible
trends. In terms of sponsorship, € 200k had been received from companies supporting the conference, and it was felt
that it was important to start the process of gaining sponsorship as early as possible. Some conclusions were that for
American conferences, 67% of the visitors are from USA and Canada, and for Asian conferences almost 80% of the
visitors are from that region. By contrast for European conferences 50% of the visitors are from Western Europe. Other
points are that the Americans and Asians hardly visit each other’s conferences. The Americans mainly visit NAconferences and the Asians are becoming more interested in European conferences. We also saw 10 % of the
attendees from Africa & Middle East in Amsterdam, and this appears to be an upcoming trend.
A slide of “learned points” was shown. In particular it was felt that the Poster session could have been improved, but
the decision to hold a Plenary sessions each morning had been a successful one, particularly as it was well attended. It
was also thought that a central located city and central located hotel, were well appreciated by the visitors because of
short travel times and easy travel arrangements.
John Hawkins thanked George Tiemstra for a very good presentation and asked Steve Vechy if he could do the same for
Scottsdale regarding learning. Chris Seyer asked for the presentation to be attached to the minutes (action point 01,
SV). John Hawkins replied that all (non-video) presentations of this Meeting would be provided as part of the minutes.
INTELEC® 2012 - Scottsdale, AZ – Sept. 30 – Oct. 04
Steve Vechy said that it was too early to give definitive figures for the conference, but currently the number of
registered participants was 573. On reflection they wished that they had offered the opportunity for exhibitors to buy
or attend the technical sessions, but nevertheless the revenue was currently standing at $ 667k and the expected
surplus could be of the order of $130K – $150K. The committee had tried to ensure that there had been an increased
level of advertising to encourage people to attend, and they had also spent an increased sum of money on the audio and
visual aspects of the conference. In terms of exhibitors, 54 companies had taken up booth spaces. All thanked Steve
Vechy for the hard work he and his committee had put into organising a successful conference. Braham Ferreira said
that PELS felt that INTELEC® was one of their best run conferences.
INTELEC® 2013 - Hamburg, Germany—October 13-17
Norbert Grass gave a presentation covering the event. He showed the names of the people with key roles in the
conference, and went on to discuss travel arrangements to Germany. He explained that many people in Europe would

be able to fly direct to Hamburg and those coming from further destinations may have to fly into Frankfurt, Berlin- or
Amsterdam airport and then travel by train to Hamburg. A map of the city was shown and the committee was asked to
note how attractive the venue was with a considerable amount green surrounding areas.
There would be a choice of several hotels in the immediate location, covering different room prices and the chosen
conference venue had a large hall for exhibitors and plenty of meeting rooms available.
The final programme committee was still to be decided, but the web site was already up and running. Hamburg is being
run in conjunction with the German VDE and will be the last INTELEC® conference to be held without the full support of
PELS. Donna Florek and Braham Ferreira said that it was still an urgent requirement for the PELS MOU to be signed and
Norbert agreed to do this shortly after he returned to Germany (action point 02, NG). Norbert also asked for the list of
attendees to the Scottsdale conference to be sent to him (action point 03, SV).
INTELEC® 2014 - Vancouver, Canada—September 28—Oct. 2
Don Davidson provided a presentation with an overview of the location of the conference centre, showing it is well
situated on the harbour front. The contract for its use has already been signed and the centre has recently been
refurbished and now has a large 3800ft2 Ballroom area and a separate Exhibition area. The cost of hiring the centre is a
very reasonable at $40k, and the venue hotel will be the Hotel Pan Pacific and sits right above the centre. This is a 4 star
plus hotel and the room rate for a sea view room will be $209, although there are plenty of other local hotels.
Preliminary budgets have been submitted to PELS, but the contract for the PCO with MCI is currently being reviewed.
IEEE have said that they are not happy with the implied profit-sharing aspect of MCI’s terms, John Hawkins said that the
MCI proposal was good, and is being considered as a future baseline model for all INTELEC® conferences, and he hoped
that IEEE would agree with the proposals being made by the Vancouver committee. Don finally touched upon the
possible social trips during the conference such as ‘whale watching’ and the many opportunities for recreational visits,
including an Alaska cruise that could be organised prior to the conference.
5 - INTELEC® 2015 – 2015
Ms. Ding Qingqing from Tsinghua University, started her presentation by first issuing a written proposal detailing some
aspects of the proposal to hold INTELEC® 2015 in Beijing. Ms Ding said that for Beijing they were confident that they
could put on a successful conference and that the IEC should not be concerned with any financial aspects of the
conference as the Chinese would be easily able to raise money and provide a surplus. She explained that China was a
cheap country to visit and that transport from the Airport 33km away would only cost $2.50, and an all-day pass for
travelling around Bejing only 30c. A video showing the attractions around the city was shown along with views of the
university and meeting rooms. Ms Ding explained that the University was one of China’s best Universities and was used
to holding conferences and proposed putting on the conference in October 2015. After the presentation video, the
meeting asked questions about the proposal.
Chris Seyer said that the written material he had only just received was the first time Beijing group had provided the
information for INTELEC® 2015 and he had not had time to look into the document. The Proposal should have been
provided to the IEC earlier for consideration. Chris Seyer asked Ms Ding if the Beijing group would sign the MOU that
they had been sent. Ms Ding said that it had not yet been signed but they would shortly be in a position to sign the
document. Chris Seyer also asked if the Beijing group had been in contact with Professor Kim from Korea to discuss
meeting holding INTELEC® 2015 in Beijing. Ms Ding confirmed that a meeting had taken place.
Dan McMenamin raised the issue of the room prices of the hotel he had seen that went up to almost $ 900 per room per
night. According to the Chinese delegation, those were only the highest prices for the most expensive rooms but
negotiations would lead to acceptable prices for INTELEC®. Dan asked what would the acceptable prices be, and where
where were those hotels in relation to the conference venue? Ms Ding’s assistant, Li Yingjie, said that the hotels could
not be identified yet because no approaches had been made. But he thought it was not urgent to know the hotel costs
because the conference would be held on the university site, and there were plenty of lower cost hotels in the
immediate vicinity.
As had been previously agreed, the Chinese delegation was asked to leave the room so that the committee could discuss
the Chinese proposal.

John Hawkins started the discussion by reminding the Meeting of the previous IEC/ADCOM processes which delivered us
to the current situation. In 2010, Beijing was approved by the INTELEC® ADCOM, by majority vote, as the location for
INTELEC® 2015. In 2011 however, a number of IEC (then ADCOM) members expressed dissatisfaction with the choice of
Beijing for INTELEC® 2015. As a resolution to the split views, it was decided that all future INTELEC® conferences (post
2014) would be selected on the basis of assessment against ‘requirements’. A motion was passed by the ADCOM in
2011 that the Beijing group (and, in fact, any other group) be asked to submit a proposal to be assessed against an
‘INTELEC® conference requirements document’ (found on the INTELEC® website). John said to the meeting that on this
basis, both Chris Seyer and the BoD are now advising that IEC meeting that the Chinese proposal is wholly inadequate in
terms of meeting the ‘Requirements Document’. Given the context of the ADCOM resolution in 2011, dialogue with the
Chinese delegation to date, and keeping PELS/IEEE PELS timing and planning requirements in mind, it is not possible for
the BoD to recommend to the IEC to re-affirm approval for INTELEC® 2015 in Beijing.
A considerable amount of discussion took place about the Beijing proposal. Chris Seyer said he had concerns about the
MOU. A number of members confirmed they did not have any opposition to having an INTELEC® conference in China,
but that the proposal and proposals for any other conference must meet our own guidelines. Dan McMemanin said that
it appeared like a university-based exercise and appeared to lack the industry and professional approach to organisation
that we are used to. Bob Jurewicz said that he was unhappy that the Beijing group had not been given the support that
they should have had to prepare their proposals, as has been provided to other groups in the past. He said that perhaps
there has been misunderstandings of what is required and that as a minimum we could have provided some sort of
assistance including access to a translator. John Hawkins said that in the ‘bigger picture’, having an INTELEC® in China is
in the long-term interests of INTELEC® and PELS, and if the 2015 Proposal was not accepted by the IEC, the IEC should
invite the Beijing to submit a new, more detailed and complete, proposal to host a INTELEC® conference post-2015. Two
motions were finally proposed and seconded. A motion to reject the submission for the Conference to be held in Beijing
in 2015 was passed by the IEC with 2 abstentions. A second motion to encourage and support the Chinese delegation to
re-submit a proposal to hold an INTELEC® conference in a future year post 2015 was unanimously passed. John Hawkins
said that he and PELS rep, Braham Ferreria, would convey the IEC decisions to Ms Ding, and establish, through PELS, a
Chinese-speaking liaison to help with the preparation of a new proposal to host INTELEC® in China (presumably in
Beijing) post-2015 (action point 04, PELS).
Following this debate and discussion, possible venues for an INTELEC® conference in 2015 were discussed including the
possibility of New Zealand, Japan or South Africa but it was agreed that these would be discussed in more detail in the
workshop sessions being held on the 4th and 5th of October. The general consensus around the table was that the
absolute minimum time that a proposal for a conference should be made before the conference date, was 18 months.
6 - 2012 (SUOZZI) FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
Alexis Kwasinski announced Hamid Behjati from the University of Texas at Arlington as the winner of the 2012 Suozzi
Fellowship award. In the interest of time, Alexis offered to submit a more detailed summary report to be included in the
meeting minutes (see attached Meeting Agenda presentation, Item 6, linked report). However, Alexis did articulate the
urgent need for the IEC and PELS to increase the awareness of the fellowship to encourage potential candidates (Action
point 05, IEC, PELS).
7 - Technical Thrust Reports
In the interest of time Alexis Kwasinki informed the meeting of some top level comments, but again offered to provide
an summary report for inclusion in the meeting minutes (see attached Meeting Agenda Presentation, Item 7, linked
report). Alexis voiced his view that there was a need for the IEC to better embrace the role and importance of the TTs to
strength and promote INTELEC® as a technical forum.
8 - MOTIONS ON NOTICE
John Hawkins introduced two motions to be considered by the IEC at this meeting. He then vacated the chair, and
Braham Ferreira acted as meeting chair.
Motion 01
The motion proposed by Chris Seyer. “To allow the use of Write-in ballots in future elections until the C&BL-group has
looked at this item’. In the current C&BL’s, ‘write-in ballots’ don’t exist. Discussions for and against the motion

followed, and then a vote was taken. 8 voted for the motion, and 8 voted against it. Following some contention over
the voting rights of ex officio’s, the voting was also recast with ex officio’s not voting, reducing the “no’s” to 4. In the
event that the ex officio’s vote is counted a casting vote needs to be made by Braham Ferreira (as chair), and he agreed
to make this after further considering the issues (action point 06, BF).
John Hawkins, on behalf of the Board of Directors, also asked the current C&BL Review Committee to consider the issue
of write-in ballots, and related issues, as a matter of principle, and advise the IEC of their findings and any
recommendations (action point 07, LB).
Following discussions, the second motion proposed by Chris Seyer “To use the IEEE Internet Based Automated Voting
Procedure for future members and officer elections” was withdrawn.
9 - OTHER BUSINESS
Charles McManus asked to give a presentation. Charlie was given the floor, and Braham Ferreira assumed the chair.
Charles raised the point that he believed the previous voting exercise had highlighted the confusion over the voting
rights of ex-officio members and the question as to whether the President can appoint ex officio’s with or without vote.
He also expressed concern over both the election of members for the 2013 onwards term of office and which members
should be able to vote.
A considerable amount of discussion took place on this by many on the committee and in response on the point made
about the Presidents specific rights. John Hawkins said that with the various rewriting of the C &BL’s in the past years,
certain changes had taken place and it was his position that the current version did not exclude the President appointing
ex officio’s with vote, subject to approval by the IEC. Charles McManus accepted that while not explicitly stated that the
president could not appoint ex officious with vote, it was his opinion that the exclusion of appointment with vote was
clear by the wording that gave the president the power to nominate ex officio’s without vote and did not extend that
power to nominate ex officious with vote. In response to John Parson’s question asking Charles McManus what would
satisfy him on this issue, Charles McManus felt that all IEC members including one ex officio from PELS, but excluding ex
officio’s appointed subsequent to V.5 of the C&BL’s, by the President, should have the right to vote.
Other issues raised by Charles McManus were that there appeared to be differences between the status of members as
listed on the INTELEC® website. John Hawkins agreed that the listing were not the same, but this was because updates
to the website had not occurred, and all IEC members had recently received the correct lists from the IEC secretary via
email. Charles specifically touched upon the distribution list IEC-Vote@IEEE.org and felt that it was not possible for
members to know who was being invited to vote. John Hawkins pointed out that all the lists worked the same way, and
stated that a list had previously been issued that showed the constituent members of each distribution (except for this
list). He said there was no intention to try and hide members of any distribution lists, but he agreed though that we
would need to make sure the list was updated. Overall, he felt that the distribution list system was working well. The
final point raised by Charles M. was the current situation on the Nominations Committee. He queried the stepping down
of Bob Jurewicz from the chair position and the current situation that John Hawkins appeared to be taking over the chair
role. John Hawkins said that this was explained in a letter to the IEC seeking permission to do so.
This then moved the meeting on to discuss the voting procedures for the 2013 candidates where there were 10
candidates (7 current members and 3 new) for 7 posts.
A considerable amount of discussion took place on this issue and then George Tiemstra moved a motion that all
candidates be appointed to the IEC as if elected. This motion was seconded and approved, but with three abstentions.
George also suggested that discussions on matters such as procedure, voting rights, write-in candidates and other short
comings of the C&BLs should be investigated by the C&BL-committee as a matter of urgency, and this was agreed by all
(re-emphasis of action point 07, LB).
10 - Closed
Meeting closed at 5.10pm
-.-.-.-.Back to Agenda

Action points :
No.
01

who
SV

Action point
To evaluate Scottsdale and define learning points

02

NG

To sign the PELS MOU for Hamburg 2013 as soon as possible

03

SV

04

PELS

05
06

IEC,
PELS
BF

07

LB

To forward database of Scottsdale attendees to Norbett G as soon as
possible
To initiate Chinese-speaking liaison with Beijing group to offer assistance to
prepare Proposal for INTELEC® in China post 2015.
To provide assistance and increase awareness of the Suozzi award to PELS
student members and solicit wider candidate interest.
to make a casting vote on allowing write- ins on ballots, after further
considering the issues
C&BL committee to review the document and come up with proposals for
all issues raised during the meeting relating to the C&BL’s

deadline

Dec. 2012

Back to agenda
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STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality

Registrations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conference
Exhibitor
Student
Subtotal
Guest
Total

Budget
239
260
30
509

Actual
305
202
29
536
43
579

STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality

STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality

Additional Statistics
• 10 Sponsors
– 1 Diamond, 3 Gold, 5 Silver, 1 Bronze

•
•
•
•

54 Exhibitors
82 Technical Papers (194 Abstracts Rec’d)
6 Tutorials
2 Workshops
– Disaster Recovery, DC Data Centers

• 10 Posters
STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality

Revenue/Expense
•
•
•
•

Conference
Exhibits
Tutorial
Total

Budget
$377.5
$278.6
$ 11.2
$667.3

•
•
•
•

Expense
Total Surplus
Surplus % of Rev
Surplus % of Exp

$513.9
$153.4
23.0%
29.9%

Final
$433.5
$257.9
$12.6
$704.0
$533.4
$170.6
24.2%
32.0%

STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality
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STAR GAZING IN THE DESERT: What keeps power people up at night?
A Technical Forum on Innovation and Power Quality

373 registrated Attendees
40 Countries

Papers

80 Exhibitors

Back to Agenda
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INTELEC 2014 Vancouver
C. Donovan Davidson
Gleneagles Technologies Ltd.
6144 Gleneagles Drive
West Vancouver B.C. Canada

gleneaglestech@telus.net
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion

1

City of Vancouver

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion

2

Current Activities
y MCI version of budget accepted by IEEE.
y Convention Center and Hotel Contracts
signed.
y PCO contract (MCI) not yet signed.
y Management Committee complete.
y Logo and Theme selected.
y Call for Papers and Prospectus printed.
y Promoting Conference and selling exhibit
space and Patron packages underway.
y Website on line.
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Conference Budget ($CDN)
y Total Receipts, $774K
y Total Outlays: $652K
y Surplus: $121K
y Same Exhibit and Patron pricing as 2012.
y Issue with fitting second exhibit hall

luncheon in the budget.
y Budget will be reviewed and revised at
November MC meeting.
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Bank Account Status
y Canadian: $19,282
y US: $3,370
y Outlays: Convention centre, $13,000, MCI

$20,160, PCM (Michelle) $5,227 US,
Expenses: MCI, $1733 Don: $2835 Eugen:
$480
y ~$3900 lost due to exchange due to IEEE
not following our request.
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Convention Center

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Convention Center
Registration: Main Foyer
Exhibits: Hall B, 38kft2. 100 10 x10 + break area
Plenary: Ballroom A, 5.8kft2 500 (theater) + stage
Session rooms: Rooms 11 and 8 (+15) 220 & 170
Banquet: Ballrooms B + C 300 - 600 + stage or
Exhibit Hall A
Offices, Speaker ready room & Press Room
Cost: $40k + GST

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Hotel: The Pan Pacific
y 4 ½ star Hotel above the Convention Center.
y Room rate reduced (City view) $199 CDN.
y Tutorial rooms, Spouses room, Speakers
Breakfast room & Committee meeting room.
y Minimum room block size and minimum F&B
reduced.
y 3 star Budget Hotel ‘Days Inn’ also contracted.

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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PCO Contract:
y MCI Vancouver PCO, Exhibits and DMC.
y Initial Contract submitted to IEEE but rejected
due to incentive nature (12% of income)
interpreted as profit sharing.
y Revised version submitted to IEEE and
subsequently negotiated to reduce fee for
reduced rate attendees, some new exhibitors,
and to improve flexibility
y Contract verbally agreed upon but not yet signed
due to discrepancy in certain numbers.
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Management Committee:
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Donovan Davidson: General Chair
Eugen Trandafir: Treasurer
Bob Bidwell: Local Arrangements
John Gagge: Publicity
Praveen Jain and Gerry Moushopolous: Program
Tony Liefel: Publications
Steve Martin: Electronics media
Exhibits: Allen Pitts
Patrons: Kevin Fellhoelter
Tutorials: Ron Sanders
Secretary: Keith Schmid
Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Program Committee Possabilities:
y New Canadian Members defined
y Existing American Members
y John Parsons, UK and Keiichi Hirose, Japan.
y Other recommendations?

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Theme and Logo
y Resilient Communications Energy for our Connected
World

Gleneagles Technologies Limited
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Promotion:
y Save the date card and Pins.
y Call for Papers and Prospectus.
y Exhibit space and Patron cost same as 2012
y Call for Papers yet to be mailed in US by Tony.
y Alexis from MCI at INTELEC 2013.
y Ad campaign started by John G.

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Success so far:
y Diamond patron application received.
y Other interest expressed for Patronships
including second Diamond.

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Concerns:
y Difficulty with Budget IEEE version or MCI version.
y Difficulty with fitting all desired expenditures in the
budget.
y Difficulty with IEEE and MCI contract.
y Abstract system MCI or Mira?
y Conflict with OSP Expo dates.
y What will our patron sales, exhibit sales and attendance
be?
y Effort and time required by myself, but so far so good.

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Thank You.

Back to Agenda

Gleneagles Technologies Limited Consultants in Electronic Power Conversion
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Future conference status
Background
• Until 2011, INTELEC conferences were approved through 2015
• In late 2011, a ‘Requirements’ document was adopted
• In 2012, the IEC rescinded their approval of INTELEC 2015 in
Beijing, leaving 2015 open
• In late 2012, the IEC BoD received a preliminary proposal for
INTELEC 2016 in Austin, Texas.
• Nothing post-2016 has been received or proposed

Future conference proposal status – CSC Report to IEC - INTELEC 2013 Hamburg

Future conference status
Situation
• After 2012 in Scottsdale, the CSC & BoD expected a proposal for 2015
from a Japanese group, but none was received.
• The Austin proposal was not recommended for approval for 2016
because:• The proposal was preliminary, and incomplete
• Depending on resolution of 2015, the Austin proposal may have to
move to 2015 as a contingency
• PELS/IEEE-Planning found it awkward trying to schedule 2016
without resolution of 2015
• PELS raised concerns about having no decision for 2015
• New planning and timing requirements within IEEE
• The matter was the primary agenda item for the recent IEC BoD
meeting in Denver.
Future conference proposal status – CSC Report to IEC - INTELEC 2013 Hamburg

Future conference status
Situation (cont.)
• On the night before the Denver BoD meeting, a Proposal to host
INTELEC 2015 in Osaka, Japan was received
• There was no time to assess this proposal prior to the BoD meeting
• At the BoD meeting, it was determined that
• To meet PELS/IEEE scheduling, approval and authorization for
INTELEC 2015 must occur no later than INTELEC 2013-Hamburg
• To fulfill current policy, the CSC must determine if Osaka is to be
recommended to the IEC prior to Hamburg.
• the CSC Chair and the BoD Chair undertook to fast-track the
assessment of the Osaka proposal against current requirements,
and bring a recommendation to Hamburg.
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Future conference status
Status
• The Proposal for INTELEC 2015 has been assessed
• After a number of iterations, the current proposal is deemed to meet
most of the ‘IEC Requirements’.
• On this basis, the CSC Chair
• tables the ‘Osaka Proposal’ for consideration by the IEC
• has invited a representative of the proponents of the Osaka
Proposal to give a presentation of the Proposal (as per usual
practice), and invite questions and discussion.

Back to Agenda
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Proposal of
the INTELEC 2015 Osaka, Japan

Prof. Dr. Fujio Kurokawa, Nagasaki University
Dr. Keiichi Hirose, NTT Facilities

Sep 20, 2013

Date and Venue

Date: October 18 (Sun) - 22 (Thu) in 2015
Venue: Osaka (downtown), Japan
Swissotel (5-star class)
– 4 session rooms
– Exhibition rooms
– Small meeting rooms
http://www.swissotel.com/hotels/nankai-osaka/

Oct 07, 2013

The Technical program has a theme:
“Smart Green Energy for Future ICT”
Official language: English
Language assistance for presenter, will be provided, if needed.

Attendees: 600-700
Events:
-

Technical sessions (oral 220, poster 100)

-

Tutorials, Keynote speeches

-

Exhibition, Tours

-

Welcome reception, Banquet

-

Committee dinner

-

IEC meetings and dinner

Oct 07, 2013

Conference Schedule
- Oct. 18(Sun), 2015
Tutorial, Welcome Reception
- Oct. 19(Mon), 2015
Opening Session, Keynote, Technical Session, Exhibition
- Oct. 20(Tue), 2015
Technical Session, Exhibition, Tours, IEC meeting,
Committee dinner
- Oct. 21(Wed), 2015
Technical Session, Poster Session, Exhibition, banquet
- Oct. 22(Thu), 2015
Technical Session, Exhibition, Closing Session,
IEC meeting, IEC dinner
- Oct.23(Fri), 2015
IEC meeting
Oct 07, 2013

Sponsor: IEEE PELS
Technical co-sponsor: IEICE of Japan
Budget plan (draft): Rate 100 JPY = 1 USD
- Revenue 53,900,000 JPY (539,000 USD)
- Expense 43,000,000 JPY

(430,000 USD)

- Surplus

(109,000 USD)

Oct 07, 2013

10,900,000 JPY

Access to Venue
Venue is adjacent to Namba railway station.
The approximate distance from Kansai international airport
to the venue is 40 km (25 miles).

From
- Kansai Int’l airport
35 min. direct connection by
Rapid Express Train
- Shin-Osaka station
16 min. by subway
The location of the hotel provides
convenient access to popular sightseeing
locations, such as Kyoto, Nara and Kobe,
all within 60-90 min away.

Oct 07, 2013

Osaka

Tokyo

Floor layout (draft)
Two-floors are reserved for INTELEC 2015
2 floors reserved

Guest rooms
Namba station
(Railway)

Oct 07, 2013

Floor Plan (draft)
- 4 Session rooms, 120 Sheets X 3 + 50 Sheets X 1
- 2 Committee room, 30 Sheets + 50 Sheets
- Main hall, for opening/keynotes/closing/poster sessions,
and banquet, 1,200 m2, 600 Sheets
- Exhibition halls 625 m2 (+Lobby)
Details

7F

Session room, TACHIBANA, 90 m2, 50 Sheets
Exhibition hall #1, FUYO, 430 m2
Exhibition hall #2, HANAGIRI, 195 m2
PC-ready room, KATSURA40 m2, 10 Sheets
Committee room, KAEDE 90 m2, 50 Sheets

8F

Session rooms, KUJAKU, TOKI, HAKUCHO 180 m2 X 3, 120 Sheets X3
Main hall, NANIWA 1,200 m2, 600 Sheets
IEC Committee room, TSURU 69 m2, 30 Sheets

Oct 07, 2013

7th Floor layout (draft)
Exhibition hall #2, HANAGIRI 195 m2

PC ready room, KATSURA
40 m2, 10 persons (max)

Session
Room #4

Session room, TACHIBANA
90 m2, 50 persons (max)

Oct 07, 2013

Exhibition hall #1, FUYO
430 m2

Committee room, KAEDE
90 m2, 50 persons (max)

8th Floor layout (draft)
Session
Room #1

Session
Room #2

Session
Room #3

Session rooms,
KUJAKU, TOKI,
TOKI, HAKUCHO
HAKUCHO
180 m2 X 3, 120 persons (max) X3

IEC Committee room, TSURU
69 m2, 30 persons (max)

Main hall, NANIWA
1,200 m2, 600 persons (max)

Oct 07, 2013

Feature of Osaka Proposal
Center city of west Japan. 2.7 million population.
Good access from both surface transportations
and international flights.
Excellent location, the heart of downtown in Osaka, Osaka’s
most exciting entertainment, shopping and dining district.
Many options for hotels and foods, many hotels and local
restaurants within walking distance from Swiss hotel.
Very close to Kyoto, Nara, Kobe, and many places including
world heritages.

Oct 07, 2013

Hotels’ rate
Swissotel (INTELEC official hotel: Venue)
– Single rate 150 US$ – Twins rate 220 US$ -

Other hotels (in 5 min. by walk)
Fraser Residence Nankai Osaka
– First Cabin Midousuji-Namba

180 US$ 60 US$ -

– Hotel Monterey Grasmere Osaka 90 US$ – The Dotonbori Hotel

70 US$ -

– Best Western Hotel Fino

50 US$ -

– and so on…

Oct 07, 2013

Organization of INTELEC 2015
General Chair
TBD
(CEO, NTT-F)

Honorary Organizing
Committee
Chair Prof. Yachi (SUT)

Organizing Chair

Prof. Kurokawa (Nagasaki Univ.)

Technical Program Committee
Chair Prof. Shoyama (Kyushu Univ.)
Vice-chairs:
Dr. Keiichi Hirose (NTT-F, Japan)
Dr. Alexis Kwasinski (University of Texas, USA)
Exhibition Committee
Chair TBD (Sanken Denki, Co.)
Chari Dr. Masahiro Sasaki (Shindengen, Co, Japan)
Finance Committee
Chair Prof. Kohama (Fukuoka Univ.)(Tentative)

Publicity Committee
Chair Prof. Morikawa (Univ. Tokyo)

Secretary
Prof. Suetsugu (Fukuoka Univ.)

Local Committee
Chair Prof. Kato (Doshisha Univ.)

Oct 07, 2013

Important Dates (Tentative)
Deadline of Digest Submission
– February 20, 2015

Notification
– May 20, 2015

Deadline of Camera Ready Submission
– July 20, 2015

Oct 07, 2013

Welcome to Osaka!
Thank you for your attention!
Back to Agenda
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